E cient Method of Moments (EMM) is used to t the standard stochastic volatility model and various extensions to several daily nancial time series. EMM matches to the score of a model determined by data analysis called the score generator. Discrepancies reveal characteristics of data that stochastic volatility models cannot approximate. The two score generators employed here are \Semiparametric ARCH" and \Nonlinear Nonparametric". With the rst, the standard model is rejected, although some extensions are accepted. With the second, all versions are rejected. The extensions required for an adequate t are so elaborate that nonparametric speci cations are probably more convenient.
Introduction
The stochastic volatility model has been proposed as a description of data from nancial markets by Clark (1973) , Tauchen and Pitts (1983) , Taylor (1986 Taylor ( , 1994 , and others. The appeal of the model is that it provides a simple speci cation for speculative price movements that accounts, in qualitative terms, for broad general features of data from nancial markets such as leptokurtosis and persistent volatility. Also, it is related to di usion processes used in derivatives pricing theory in nance; see Mathieu and Schotman (1994) and references therein. The standard form as set forth, for instance, in Harvey, Ruiz, and Shephard (1994) , Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi (1994) , and Danielsson (1994) , takes the form of an autoregression whose innovations are scaled by an unobservable volatility process, usually distributed as a lognormal autoregression.
Estimation of the stochastic volatility model presents intriguing challenges, and a variety of procedures have been proposed for tting the model. Extant methods include method of moments (Du e and Singleton, 1993; Andersen and Sorensen, 1996) ; Bayesian methods (Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi, 1994; Geweke, 1994) , simulated likelihood (Danielsson, 1994) , and Kalman ltering methods (Harvey, Ruiz, and Shephard, 1994; Kim and Shephard, 1994) . Two excellent recent surveys are Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault (1995) and Shephard (1995) .
Here, we employ the E cient Method of Moments (EMM) proposed by Bansal, Gallant, Hussey, and Tauchen (1993, 1995) and developed in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) to estimate and test the stochastic volatility model. EMM is a simulation-based moment matching procedure with certain advantages. The moments that get matched are the scores of an auxiliary model called the \score generator." If the score generator approximates the distribution of the data well, then estimates of the parameters of the stochastic volatility model are as e cient as if maximum likelihood had been employed (Tauchen, 1996; Gallant and Long, 1995) . Failure to match these moments can be used as a statistical speci cation test and, more importantly, can be used to indicate features of data that the stochastic volatility model cannot accommodate (Tauchen, 1995) .
The objective is to report and interpret the EMM objective function surface across a comprehensive set of speci cations of the stochastic volatility model. We start with the standard, and widely used setup, with Gaussian errors and short lag lengths, and we proceed to more complicated speci cations with long lag lengths. The e ort is aimed at generating a comprehensive accounting of how well the model and its extensions accommodate features of the data. An advantage of the EMM procedure is that it is computationally tractable enough to permit this exhaustive speci cation analysis. Our approach di ers from typical practice in the stochastic volatility literature, which is to t the standard setup and perhaps a single extension in one direction. Since various studies use di erent speci cations, estimation methods, and data sets, it is di cult to reach rm conclusions on the plausibility of the stochastic volatility model. By using EMM, we can confront all of the various extensions, individually and jointly, to a judiciously chosen set of moments determined by a nonparametric speci cation search for the score generator. Other estimation methods are incapable of investigating the empirical plausibility of such an extended set of speci cations for stochastic volatility on the large data sets used here.
We t the univariate stochastic volatility model to a long time series comprised of 16,127 daily observations on adjusted movements of the Standard and Poor's Composite Price Index, 1928{87. We use such a long series because, among other things, we are interested in the long-term persistence properties of stock volatility.
For this estimation, we use two score generators based on the speci cation analysis of Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) . The rst is an ARCH model with a homogeneous innovation distribution that is given a nonparametric representation. The speci c specication is determined by a standard model selection procedure based on the BIC criterion and speci cation tests. This model is similar to the most widely used models in the ARCH family. Its score is termed the \Semiparametric ARCH Score". The second score generator is a fully nonparametric estimator of the distribution of a nonlinear process. It both nests the rst and relaxes its homogeneity assumption. The speci c speci cation is determined using the same model selection procedure as above. The corresponding score is termed the \Nonlinear Nonparametric Score". These two score generators, determined independently of the stochastic volatility model, are similar to models that are commonly t to high-frequency nancial data. We undertake a similar exercise for a trivariate stochastic volatility model applied to ; r y ; w ; fa j g Lw j=1 ; and r w are the parameters of the two equations, called the mean and volatility equations respectively. The processes fz t g and fz t g are mutually independent iid random variables with mean zero and unit variance. Whenever they exist, unconditional expectations are taken with respect to the joint distribution of the processes fz t g and fz t g. The rst two moments of the z t andz t are not separately identi ed from the other parameters | hence the restriction to E(z t ) = E(z t ) = 0 and Var(z t ) = Var(z t ) = 1: Likewise, w is not separately identi ed; we nd numerically the best normalization is simply w = 0. A common assumption in the literature is that both z t andz t are independent N(0; 1) random variables and that the lag lengths are short. Typically, L w = 1 and L y = 1; or L y = 0. Below, we entertain other distributional assumptions and search over a broad set of lag lengths. The model implies restrictions on the serial covariance properties of jy t j c ; c > 0; which are worked out in exhaustive detail in Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault (1995) .
One interpretation of the process w t ; which has its origins in Clark (1973) and is re ned in Tauchen and Pitts (1983) , is that stochastic volatility re ects the random and uneven ow of new information to the nancial market. Over the time period t?1 to t; a random number of individual pieces of information impinge the market. Each piece triggers an independent price movement drawn from a time-homogeneous parent distribution. If is a vector that contains the free parameters of the stochastic volatility model.
The process fy t g is observed whereas fw t g is regarded as latent. Write p y;J (y t?J ; : : : ; y t j ) for the implied joint density under the model of a stretch y t?J ; : : : ; y t : Most integrals appearing in formulas in subsequent sections fail to admit closed form solutions. In practice, they must be approximated by quadrature or Monte Carlo integration, although likelihoods can sometimes be computed e ciently using the Kalman lter (Kim and Shephard, 1994) . As will be seen, we need to compute expectations under the model of a variety of nonlinear functions. Monte Carlo integration is most convenient, and is e ected by averaging over a long realization from the stochastic volatility model. where fŷ g N =1 is a long simulated realization from the stochastic volatility model given a value : This is accomplished by simulating fŝ g N =1 ; which is straightforward, and retaining the elementŷ fromŝ = (ŷ ;ŵ ): Here, computations are based on realizations of length 50,000 to 100,000, with the choice having no substantive e ect on inferences. To let transients die o , rst the volatility equation (which displays substantial persistence) runs for 10,000 periods; next, both the mean equation (which displays minor persistence) and the variance equations run together for another 100 periods, which are discarded; then both equations continue to run together to generate a realization of the desired length.
The EMM Estimator
In Sections 4 and 5 below we employ the E cient Method of Moments (EMM) methodology as described in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) to estimate and test the stochastic volatility model. The title of the paper is suggestive | \Which Moments to Match?" | and the answer is simple and intuitive: Use the score vector of an auxiliary model that ts the data well to de ne a GMM criterion function. The EMM method has some computational advantages relative to indirect inference (Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault, 1993) as it circumvents the need to re t the score generator to each simulated realization (compute the binding function) and it bypasses a Hessian computation. The ideas behind EMM are as follows.
We observe the data fỹ t g n t=1 ; which is presumed to have been generated by the stochastic volatility model for some value o 2 R <` ; where` is the length of o : The task is to estimate o and test the speci cation of the model.
Suppose that a probability model for the stochastic process fy t g 1 t=?1 de ned by the It should provide a good approximation, though, for the EMM estimator to be nearly fully e cient (Tauchen, 1996; Gallant and Long, 1995) .
The EMM estimator brings the information in f(yjx;~ n ) to bear on the task of estimating and testing the stochastic volatility model as follows. which is the expected score of the f(yjx; ) model under the stochastic volatility model. Hence, f(yjx; ) is called the \score generator". The induced parameter that~ n estimates is that value o for which m( o ; ) = 0 (Gallant, 1987, Chapter 7, Theorem 8 (Tauchen, 1995) . Also, as noted in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) rather thanĨ n ; and formulas are given therein. However, it is unlikely that this generality will be necessary in practice because the use of a weighted covariance estimator means that one thinks that the score generator is a poor statistical approximation to the data generating process. A poor statistical approximation is unlikely because the score generator is, conceptually, a reduced form model, not a structural model, and is usually easy to modify by adding a few parameters so that it ts the data well.
Under regularity conditions stated in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) , which are standard regularity conditions such that the maximum likelihood estimator of in p(yjx; ) is consistent and asymptotic normal and such that the quasi maximum likelihood estimator of in f(yjx; ) is asymptotic normal, we have that^ n is consistent and M o can be estimated consistently bŷ M n = M n (^ n ;~ n ). The order condition (necessary condition) for identi cation is` ` ; su cient conditions are discussed in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) . The better the score generator approximates the conditional distribution of the data, then the closer is the asymptotic covariance matrix to that of maximum likelihood (Tauchen, 1996; Gallant and Long, 1995) . If the score generator actually nests the true conditional distribution, then full e ciency obtains (Gallant and Tauchen, 1996) . M n ( ; ) must be computed numerically in order to use the asymptotic distribution to get standard errors for setting con dence intervals on the elements of o . Alternatively, one can avoid computation ofM n by using the criterion di erence statistic to set con dence intervals (Gallant, 1987, Chapter 7, Theorem 15) . The latter approach is to be preferred in most time series applications because it will exclude values of that imply an explosive process from the con dence interval (Tauchen, 1995) . For speci cation testing, which is the focus of this paper, we have that n m 0 (^ n ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m(^ n ;~ n ) L ! 2 (df) with df =` ?` under the null hypothesis that the maintained model p y;L (y t?L ; : : : ; y t ; ) is correct.
When a model fails a diagnostic test, one would like some suggestions as to what is wrong. Inspection of the quasi-t-ratioŝ T n = S ?1 n p n m(^ n ;~ n ) where S n = diag(Ĩ n )] 1=2 can suggest reasons for model failure. As seen in Section 4, di erent elements of the score vector correspond to di erent features of the t. Large quasi-t-ratios reveal the features of the data that the maintained model cannot approximate.
The elements ofT n are biased downward in absolute value because the standard errors S n are too large due to the fact that
The downward bias can be corrected by computingM n numerically and putting S n = diagfĨ n ? (M n 
We have not corrected the bias in this paper because we believe the correction to be un- Tauchen (1992, 1993) . The raw series is the Standard and Poor's Composite Price Index (SP), daily, 1928{87. We use a long time series, because, among other things, we want to investigate the long-term properties of stock market volatility. As described in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) , the raw series is converted to a price movements series, 100 log(SP t ) ? log(SP t?1 )]; and then adjusted for systematic calendar e ects in location and scale. Financial data are known to exhibit calendar e ects, that is, systematic shifts in location and scale due to di erent trading patterns across days of the week, holidays, and year-end tax trading. Calendar e ects comprise a very small portion of the total variation in the series, although they should still be accounted for in order not to adversely a ect subsequent analysis. The raw and adjusted data are plotted in Figure 1 . Though long time series sometimes exhibit structural regime switches, there is no such shift apparent in the gure.
Score Generators
To implement the EMM estimator we require a score generator f(yjx; ) that ts these data well. As documented in in Tauchen (1992, 1993 ) the seminonparametric (SNP) density proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1989) and if K grows with sample size n either adaptively as a random variableK n or deterministically as a function K(n)]; thenp n (yjx) = f K (yjx;~ n ) is a consistent (Gallant and Nychka, 1987 ) and e cient (Fenton and Gallant, 1996a; Gallant and Long, 1995) nonparametric estimator of p(yjx) with desirable qualitative features (Fenton and Gallant, 1996b) .
A standard method of describing a conditional density f(yjx; ) is to set forth a location function x and a scale function R x that reduces the process fy t g 1 t=?1 to an innovation process fz t g 1 t=?1 via the transformation z t = r ?1
The description is completed by setting forth a conditional density h(zjx) for the innovation process. We follow this recipe in describing f K (yjx; ) 2 H K :
The location function x is a ne in x x t?1 = b 0 + b 0 x t?1 : It is presumed to depend on L L lags which is accomplished by putting leading elements of b to zero as required. Note that were one to put r x to a constant and eliminate the dependence of the innovation density on x by writing h(z) instead of h(zjx) then fy t g 1 t=?1 would be a vector autoregression (VAR).
The scale function r x is a ne in the absolute values of x r x t?1 = 0 + 0 jx t?1 j
It is presumed to depend on L R L lags which is accomplished by putting leading elements of to zero as required. Note that were one to eliminate the dependence of the innovation density on x by writing h(z) instead of h(zjx) then fy t g 1 t=?1 would be an ARCH-type process akin to that proposed by Nelson (1991) .
For a vector = ( 1 ; : : :; `) with real elements and a vector = ( 1 ; : : :; `) with integer elements, let denote the monomial
where (z) = (2 ) ?1=2 e ?z 0 z=2 . P K (z; x) is a polynomial of degree K z in z whose coecients are, in turn, polynomials of degree K x in x: The product P K (z; x)] 2 (z) is a Hermite polynomial in z with positivity enforced whose coe cients depend on x: The shape of the innovation density h K (z t jx t?1 ) varies with x t?1 which permits h K (z t jx t?1 ) to exhibit general, conditional shape heterogeneity. By putting selected elements of the matrix A = a ] to zero, P K (z; x) can be made to depend on only L p L lags from x: One may note that if K z is put to zero, then the innovation density h K (zjx) is Gaussian. If K z > 0 and K x = 0; then the density can assume arbitrary shape but innovations are homogeneous.
The change of variables y t = r x t?1 z t + We selected the tuning parameters L u ; L r ; L p ; K z ; and K x following the protocol that is described in detail in Bansal, Gallant, Hussey, and Tauchen (1995) . Brie y, the model is expanded sequentially according to the BIC (Schwarz, 1978) model selection criterion. It is then expanded further if a battery of statistical speci cation tests indicate that the BIC speci cation is inadequate. Following this protocol, we selected the model L u = 2; L r = 18; and K z = 4 with 26 free parameters, when innovations are constrained to be homogenous (that is, K x = 0; and L p = 1 imposed). This is a semiparametric density with a parametric part comprised of an AR(2)-ARCH(18) model with unconstrained lag coe cients and a nonparametric error density, which is analogous to the model proposed by Engle and Gonzales-Rivera (1991) . We term the score from this t the \Semiparametric ARCH Score" in legends for gures and tables. When the homogeneity constraint is dropped, and we follow the same protocol, we select the model L u = 2; L r = 18; L p = 2; K z = 4; and K x = 1 with 36 free parameters; this speci cation does better under BIC than the model with homogeneous errors. This tted model di ers in only minor respects from the preferred SNP speci cation reported in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) . (The di erences are due to minor enhancements to the computer program.) We term the score from this t the \Nonlinear Nonparametric Score".
We emerge from this exercise with two sets of scores with which to confront the stochastic volatility model. The rst, the Semiparametric ARCH Score, is de ned by a score generator that is very similar to models widely employed in the ARCH literature, though a bit more exibly parameterized. The second, the Nonlinear Nonparametric Score, is de ned by a score generator determined via a complete speci cation search that accounts for the full complexity of the data.
4.3 Fit to the Semiparametric ARCH Score Table 1 shows the optimized values of the EMM objective function scaled to follow a chi square, as described in Section 3. Table 2 shows the parameter estimates for the various speci cations reported in Table 1 . From the top panel of Table 1 , labeled Gaussian, it is seen that the standard stochastic volatility model fails to approximate the distribution of the data adequately; it is overwhelmingly rejected. However, as seen from the objective function surface laid out across the various panels of the table, certain extensions of the standard stochastic volatility model t the data better.
We describe these extensions and seek to determine which features of the data they seem to approximate well and which features poorly. Guided by the objective function, we inspect the EMM quasi-t-ratiosT n : The elements ofT n provide suggestive diagnostics, as pointed out in Section 3. Figure 2 shows these EMM quasi-t-ratios as a bar chart for the case L y = 2; L w = 2; and Gaussian z's. This is the standard stochastic volatility speci cation y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + exp(w t )r y z t w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r wzt :
The source of the rejection of this model is failure to match the features de ned by the polynomial part of the SNP score. Either exp(w t ) is not the correct transformation of the latent variance process or z t is not Gaussian.
Modi ed Exponential
To explore the rst possibility, consider the model y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + T e (w t )r y z t T e (w t ) = exp(b e0 + b e1 w t ) + b e2 w 2 t + b e3 I + (w t )w 2 t w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r wzt where I + (w) is 1 if w is positive and is 0 otherwise. The idea is to modify the Taylor expansion of exp( ) by replacing the quadratic term with a di erentiable quadratic spline that has one knot at zero. Inspection of the bar chart (not shown) indicates failure. The t is improved by better matching the VAR and ARCH scores at the expense of further mismatch to the polynomial part of the SNP score. The exponential transformation appears not to be a problem, so we consider non-Gaussian densities for z t .
t-Errors
A natural way to relax the Gaussian assumption is to use t-errors. Consider the model y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + exp(w t )r y t w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r wzt where f t g is iid Student-t with degrees of freedom. The objective function is so at for values of the degrees of freedom parameter 2 (10; 20) that the optimizer gets stuck and makes no progress when it sees as free parameter along with the rest. Thus, in the second panel of Table 1 we report the value of the objective function for = 10; 15; 20; 25. The speci cation with t errors helps, but still the model does not t the data. Figure 3 shows the bar chart for the case = 15; the stochastic volatility model fails to t the score of the SNP polynomial for the cubic term, suggesting a failure to generate skewness.
Spline Error Transformation
More exibility than with the t is available from a spline transformation to the Gaussian innovation. Consider y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + exp(w t )r y T z (z t ) T z (z t ) = b z0 + b z1 z t + b z2 z 2 t + b z3 I + (z t )z 2 t w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r wzt
The idea is to allow a deviation from the Gaussian speci cation by transforming z t through a di erentiable quadratic spline that has one knot at zero. To achieve identi cation, the constraints (2 ) ?1=2 R T z (v) exp(?v 2 =2)dv = 0 and (2 ) ?1=2 R T 2 z (v) exp(?v 2 =2)dv = 1 are imposed on the b zj . From Table 1 it is seen that the added exibility of the spline transform sharply reduces the objective function value. The EMM quasi-t-ratios for this \spline-transform" t are shown in Figure 4 . The transform works; the moments of the polynomial part of the Semiparametric ARCH score are adequately matched.
The e ects of the spline are to fatten the tails and introduce an asymmetry as seen in Figure 5 . The solid line in the upper left panel is a plot of the spline T z . This plot can also be interpreted as a plot of the quantiles of the distribution of the random variable T z (z t ) on the vertical axis against the quantiles of the standard normal distribution on the horizontal axis. If a distribution is Gaussian, then its quantile-quantile plot is a 45-degree line. A comparison with the 45-degree line in the upper left panel of Figure 5 indicates heavy tails, because the solid line plots below the 45-degree line on the left and above on the right, and an asymmetry, because the solid line deviates more from the 45-degree line on the left than on the right. The asymmetry is also apparent from a comparison with the solid line in the upper right panel of Figure 5 which shows a quantile-quantile plot of the six degrees of freedom Student t-distribution. The asymmetry and heavy tails are features of the data that have been captured by the Semiparametric ARCH Score as can be seen in the lower left panel of Figure 5 . The EMM moment matching procedure has transferred these characteristics to the spline-transform stochastic volatility model. The asymmetry and heavy tails are real features of the data, not artifacts of the SNP t, as can be seen from the solid line in the lower right panel of Figure 5 which is a quantile-quantile plot of a kernel density estimate from ARCH residuals.
Chaotic Volatility
Interestingly, one can do as well with a deterministic variance process. EMM quasi-t-ratios Long Memory Figure 4 suggests the standard stochastic volatility model has some trouble matching the scores of the exibly parameterized ARCH model, and somewhat more so at the longer ARCH lags. Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996), Ding, Granger, and Engle (1993) , and Breidt, Crato, and Lima (1994) present evidence that long-memory models like those of Granger and Joyeux (1980) might be needed to account for the high degree of persistence in nancial volatility. Harvey (1993) contains an extensive discussion of the properties of long memory in stochastic volatility models. We thus explore if inclusion of both short-and long-memory helps in tting the stochastic volatility model. earlier, while for 0 < jdj < 1=2; it de nes a strictly stationary volatility process with both short-and long-memory components.
Since we need very long realizations for Monte Carlo integration, it is impractical to simulate exactly from this model by, say, computing the Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix of w t and proceeding in the usual manner. Instead, we follow Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996) and use a method that truncates the moving average lter and lets the process run for a long while to attenuate the e ects of transients. Their calculations suggest that truncation at 1,000 su ces, so we use the moving average lter
(Because of the truncation, this method technically generates a stationary process for all jdj < 1:) They trim o the rst 7,000 realizations; we trim o the rst 10,000. Some would argue that this method does not actually generate realizations from a long-memory volatility process. The point is well taken but, nonetheless, the Bollerslev-Mikkelsen approach still de nes a volatility process fw t g with extremely high persistence.
The bottom part of Table 1 shows the optimized objective function when the longmemory parameter, d; is estimated jointly with the other parameters of the model subject to a normalization on w for identi cation. We only estimate the long-memory version for L w = 1 and L w = 2; since the job of the long-memory speci cation is to take care of longer lags. where the two-parameter quadratic spline T z ( ) is as de ned above.
As seen from Table 1 , long memory helps, but the Gaussian stochastic volatility model cannot accommodate all of the structure implicit in the semiparametric ARCH model. With the spline transform, it can. Figure 6 shows the bar chart for the case L w = 2: The impact on the objective function value of long memory is similar to that of introducing two or three extra freely parameterized lags into the volatility equation. Overall, long-memory helps about as much as introducing six free lags into the volatility speci cation. Table 3 displays the objective function surface for versions of the stochastic volatility model against the Nonlinear Nonparametric Score; Table 4 shows the estimated parameter values. From Table 3 , the standard model is overwhelmingly rejected. The various extensions provide much improvement over the standard Gaussian model, but nothing comes as close as the spline variants against the Semiparametric ARCH Score. We now examine the performance of the extensions in more detail.
Fit to the Nonlinear Semiparametric Score
The bar chart for the L y = 2; L w = 2; Gaussian stochastic volatility speci cation is shown as Figure 7 . The ARCH part of the score is t poorly, as is the SNP part. The quasi-t-ratios are not orthogonal, so that failure to t the SNP scores could manifest itself as large ARCH quasi-t-ratios and conversely. The spline-transform variant (not shown) does just about as poorly.
The full Nonlinear Nonparametric Score embodies various conditional nonlinearities, such as the asymmetric \leverage e ect" of Nelson (1991) that are discussed in Tauchen (1992, 1993) . We explore the e ects of introducing asymmetry into the stochastic volatility model. A common approach in the stochastic volatility literature (Harvey and Shephard, 1996) is to generate asymmetry by introducing correlations across innovations in the mean and variance equations: y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + exp(w t )r y z t w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r w (z t + gz t?1 ) where g is a free parameter to be estimated. This variant does better but still does poorly on the chi-square statistics shown in Table 3 . The bar chart (not shown) shows large SNP quasi-t-ratios, which suggests that the spline-transform be applied to the asymmetric variant. The model that results is y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y ) + c 2 (y t?2 ? y ) + exp(w t )r y T z (z t ) T z (z t ) = b z0 + b z1 z t + b z2 (z t ) 2 + b z3 I + (z t )(z t ) 2 w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w ) + a 2 (w t?2 ? w ) + r w (z t + gz t?1 )
The t improves but is still inadequate, as indicated by the chi-square statistics shown in Table 3 As seen from the lower two panels of Table 3 long memory helps, but, as in tting to the Semiparametric ARCH Score, long memory has about the same impact on the objective function as does introducing a few more free lags into the volatility speci cation. Figure 8 shows the bar chart with long memory for the case L w = 2 and correlated errors. Comparing this gure to Figure 7 shows that the combined e ects of the spline transformation, the asymmetry, and the long memory improves the t substantially, but despite all of these added complications the model fails to t both the ARCH and SNP scores.
This, we think, is about as far as one can go and stay within the spirit of the stochastic volatility model. A speci cation that probably would capture the full complexity of the data is to let the coe cients of the transformation (1996) obtains a good t of a continuous time stochastic volatility model to high frequency Treasury returns. As Treasury returns re ect pure nominal pricing kernel movements, Andersen's ndings taken together with asset pricing theory suggest that a stochastic volatility model should be able to account for the co-movements of several assets. As one of the distinguishing features of the EMM method is its ability to accommodate multivariate data, we investigate this possibility using several assets over a shorter, and therefore potentially more homogeneous, time horizon than in the previous section.
Let y t denote an M 1 vector containing the rst di erences (either simple or logarithmic) over a short time interval, a day for instance, of the prices of a nancial asset traded on active speculative markets. A multivariate stochastic volatility model for y t is The data to which we t this stochastic volatility model (M = 3) consists of 4,044 daily observation on three variables: adjusted movements of the Standard and Poor's Composite Price Index, adjusted movements of the $/DM spot exchange rate, and the adjusted 90-day Euro-Dollar interest rate, 1977{92. In this case M = 3; y t = (y 1t ; y 2t ; y 3t ) 0 ; and the data set is fỹ t g 4044 t=1 . The raw series consists of the Standard and Poor's Composite Index (SP), the $/DM exchange rate (DM), and the three-month Euro-dollar interest rate (ED). The three series were collected daily, January 4, 1977{December 31, 1992. The stock index and the exchange rate are converted to raw price movements series, 100 log(SP t ) ? log(SP t?1 )]; and 100 log(DM t ) ? log(DM t?1 )]. The two raw price movement series and the raw ED series are then each adjusted for systematic calendar e ects. The adjustment procedure is the same as Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) except for the use of a robust regression method instead of ordinary least squares.
The estimation treats the three series as strictly stationary. This seems reasonable for stock returns and exchange rate movements, but requires discussion for the interest rate. As is well known, short-term interest rates collected at high frequencies display extreme persistence characteristic of (near) unit-root processes. However, recent empirical results of A t-Sahalia (1996), and con rmed in Tauchen (1996) , indicate that, although interest rates display little mean revision in the central part of the data, they display substantial mean reversion at very low and very high values. Hence, interest rates appear nonstationary, or nearly so, when considered with linear methodology, when in fact they are stationary when considered with nonlinear methods.
As in Section 4, to implement the EMM estimator we require a score generator that approximates these data well. We use the multivariate SNP model as described in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) . It is derived along the same lines as set forth in Section 4.2 and has the following functional form f(yjx; ) = The asterisk indicates that prior to forming lags, the y t have been centered by subtracting the sample mean, scaled by dividing elementwise by sample standard errors, and then transformed elementwise by the logistic map that takes the interval (?1; 1) into the interval (-4, 4). P(z; x ) is a polynomial of degree K z in z whose coe cients are, in turn, polynomials of degree K x in x : x is a function of the rst L u lags in x which is accommodated by inserting zeros in B at the appropriate locations; similarly R x is a function of the rst L r lags in x and P(z; x ) a function of the rst L p lags in x : The multivariate model has two additional tuning parameters I z and I x that indicate that high order interaction in the polynomial P(z; x ) have been put to zero: I z = 0 means that no interactions are suppressed, I z = 1 means that the highest order interactions are suppressed, namely those of degree K z and so on; similarly for K x . We only allow Pjx j to contribute to the diagonal of R x by inserting zeroes in the appropriate elements of P:
As in Section 4, if K z = 0; K x = 0; L u > 0; and L r > 0 then the SNP density is a form of ARCH model with Gaussian innovations. If K z > 0; K x = 0; L u > 0; and L r > 0 then the SNP density is a form of ARCH model with conditionally homogeneous, non-Gaussian innovations. The SNP model with K z > 0 and K x = 0 can accurately approximate any conditionally homogeneous innovation process by taking K z large enough. If K z > 0; K x > 0; L u > 0; L r > 0; and L p > 0 then the SNP model can accurately approximate any Markovian, stationary process by taking K z and K x large enough, including those that exhibit nonlinearities such as conditional skewness and kurtosis (Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen, 1991) .
We t the SNP model by quasi maximum likelihood following the protocol that is described in Bansal, Gallant, Hussey, and Tauchen (1995) and is summarized in Section 4. Following this protocol, we select the model L u = 4; L r = 16; K z = 8; and I z = 7 when innovations are constrained to be homogenous (K x = 0; L p = 1). The score from this t we term the \Semiparametric ARCH Score". We also report results for the model L u = 4; L r = 16; L p = 1; K z = 8; I z = 7; K x = 2; and I x = 1; where the homogeneity constraint is dropped, and term the score from this t the \Nonlinear Nonparametric Score". We encountered di culty tting the stochastic volatility model to the even larger speci cation, L u = 4; L r = 16; L p = 1; K z = 8; I z = 7; K x = 3; and I x = 2; dictated by following the protocol and do not report EMM results for that score. In all cases, the linear VAR model at the core of the SNP hierarchy is constrained to be zero after lag 2, except for lags of the interest rate which go out to lag 4, which re ects our prior knowledge that interest rates display much more complicated patterns of linear persistence than do stock returns or exchange rate movements.
Following the EMM procedure described in Section 3 we obtain the chi-square statistics shown in Table 5 . As seen from the table, the stochastic volatility model fails to approximate the distribution of these data adequately; it is overwhelmingly rejected.
Conclusion
The standard stochastic volatility model, which has received substantial attention in the literature, is an empirically implausible model for stock returns. Our exhaustive search across many speci cations indicates that the model must be extended to include (i) an asymmetric thick-tailed distribution for innovations in the mean equation, (ii) long-term dependence in the volatility equation, and (iii) cross correlation between innovations in the mean and volatility equations. When introduced individually, each of these extensions improves the t somewhat. When introduced together, they produce a stochastic volatility model that is quite elaborate and can accommodate features of the data best described as \Semiparametric ARCH". However, the model still cannot accommodate features that could be described as \Nonlinear Nonparametric." Although not as exhaustive, our investigation for the trivariate data series on stock returns, interest rates, and exchange rates leads to a similar result.
These ndings thus cast doubt on the statistical reliability of estimated stochastic volatility models that do not include all three of the extensions. At a minimum, estimates of stochastic volatility models should be accompanied by diagnostic tests in the directions found empirically important here. An even stronger conclusion, which emerges from the failure to t the Nonlinear Nonparametric features, is that the stochastic volatility model cannot be made to t nancial market data without losing scienti c content. The reason is that the conditional heterogeneity in higher moments exhibited by the stochastic volatility model is imparted solely by the volatility equation and therefore cannot be decoupled from the volatility equation. Without the decoupling, the model is not rich enough to approximate data from nancial markets. With a decoupling, the stochastic volatility model becomes akin to a nonparametric speci cation and there are far more computationally convenient nonpara-metric estimators. Our ndings stand in contrast to results of Kim and Shephard (1994) , Geweke (1994) , and others who nd evidence in favor of fairly standard stochastic volatility models. The reason is that we step outside the narrow con nes of stochastic volatility and entertain the possibility of very general and exible auxiliary models. These models provide the diagnostics discrediting stochastic volatility.
7 References The rows of Table 2 correspond to the rows of Table 1 . Due to identi cation restrictions across parameters, the number of parameters in a row do not necessarily correspond to the number of free parameters shown in Table 1 . The rows of Table 4 correspond to the rows of Table 3 . Due to identi cation restrictions across parameters, the number of parameters in a row do not necessarily correspond to the number of free parameters shown in Table 3 . if K x = 0:` is the number of free parameters associated with the SNP model. L y is the number of lags in the linear conditional mean speci cation of the stochastic volatility model, and L w is the number of lags in the volatility speci cation.` is the number of free parameters of the stochastic volatility model. 2 is the EMM objective function scaled to be distributed 2 (df) under the maintained assumption of correct speci cation of the stochastic volatility model. 1928 to 1987, 16,127 observations. The bottom panel shows the adjusted price movement series. The adjustments remove calendar e ects and long-term trend on the basis of least squares regressions. The adjusted series can reasonably be taken as stationary, which is required for use of the SNP estimator. See Section 1 of Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) for a description of the adjustment procedure. Nonparametric Score. The Nonlinear Nonparametric score is an SNP speci cation with L u = 2; L r = 18; L p = 2; K z = 4; I z = 0; K x = 0; and I x = 0. The VAR t-ratios and ARCH tratios shown in the plot correspond to the equations x = b o + b 0 x and r x = o + 0 x of the SNP speci cation, respectively. The SNP t-ratios correspond to the coe cients of the polynomial P (z; x) of the SNP speci cation. A coe cient such as a(00; 2) corresponds to the monomial z 2 ; one such as a(10,2) to z 2 x 1 ; a(01,2) to z 2 x 2 ; and so on. The stochastic volatility speci cation is y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y )+c 2 (y t?2 ? y )+exp(w t )r y z t ; w t ? w = a 1 (w t?1 ? w )+a 2 (w t?2 ? w )+r wzt : The VAR t-ratios and ARCH t-ratios shown in the plot correspond to the equations x = b o +b 0 x and r x = o + 0 x of the SNP speci cation, respectively. The SNP t-ratios correspond to the coe cients of the polynomial P (z; x) of the SNP speci cation. A coe cient such as a(00; 2) corresponds to the monomial z 2 ; one such as a(10,2) to z 2 x 1 ; a(01,2) to z 2 x 2 ; and so on. The stochastic volatility speci cation is y t ? y = c 1 (y t?1 ? y )+c 2 (y t?2 ? y )+exp(w t )r y T z (z t ); T z (z t ) = b z0 +b z1 z t +b z2 (z t ) 2 +b z3 I + (z t )(z t ) 2 ; w t ? w = (1?L) ?d z wt ; z wt = P Lw j=1 a j z w;t?j +r w (z t +gz t?1 ):
